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Golf is a game that is important to New Zealanders, holding a special place in the nation’s sporting 
landscape. Golf was first played in New Zealand at the Dunedin Golf Club in 1871, so in 2021 we 
will celebrate 150 years of golf in this country. 

For New Zealand as a sporting nation, golf provides some of the most memorable occasions in 
our history. The names of Sir Bob Charles, Michael Campbell and Lydia Ko are synonymous with 
the very pinnacle of New Zealand sporting success. They are athletes whose success has inspired 
generations of New Zealanders from all walks of life.

Golf is distinctive from other sports. It is a game that has a unique tradition and history that 
encompasses a values system that is unrivaled. It is the only sport that can be played competitively 
and equitably across all facilities in all conditions by participants of all ages and skill levels.

Most importantly, golf is a game that delivers positive and enriching outcomes for participants 
through inspired performances, increased physical activity, greater social connectedness and 
enhanced health and wellbeing. Positive benefits are not confined to golf participants; the game of 
golf delivers an increasingly significant number of social, environmental and economic benefits 
to our country.

As we look ahead, it is clear there are many challenges in front of us. In our view, it’s crucial that 
the sport embraces the future and plans effectively to meet the changing needs of participants.

This strategy sets out our vision for the future, where our priorities lie and where we will focus our 
efforts in the period through to 2025.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Michael Smith     Dean Murphy 
Chair       Chief Executive

Embracing The Future
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Our Collective Responsibility 
Protecting golf’s special heritage is a big job and it’ll certainly take 
more than the efforts of New Zealand Golf to ensure the sport 
thrives in the future.  
 
It will take the collective efforts of everyone who makes golf 
happen at every level around the country. 

We all need to play our part in ensuring golf continues to enrich 
the lives of New Zealanders.



Golf in New Zealand
Golf is the most played sport in New Zealand with around half a million kiwis playing golf each year . 

As a sector, golf employs over 2,000 people, has more than 6,000 volunteers, and contributes more 
than a billion dollars to the national economy each year.

As a sport, golf makes a significant contribution to the health and wellbeing of its participants, 
increases the social connectivity of communities and provides important education and life values 
outcomes; particularly for young people.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
New Zealand Golf 
New Zealand Golf is a not for profit charitable trust established in 1910 as the governing body for 
golf in New Zealand responsible for leading, growing and supporting the game.  
 
The organisation is governed by a dedicated group of volunteer Directors, the majority of whom 
are elected by the 14 District Association members. New Zealand Golf’s office is in Auckland, and is 
co-located with the PGA of New Zealand. 
 
New Zealand Golf’s Role 
The governance entity for golf in New Zealand responsible for leading, growing and supporting 
the game.
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The Challenge for Golf
New Zealand is fortunate to have a well-established sport system that features high rates 
of participation and a proud record of winning on the world stage. Sport is ingrained in 
the kiwi culture and it’s a core part of our heritage. Success in golf at the highest level 
stops the nation and brings New Zealanders together.

While the New Zealand golf story is positive and proud, there are many challenges 
ahead. Times are changing.

Traditional sporting models and codes are under threat from rapid societal changes 
and global trends towards inactivity. The face of New Zealand is changing, and the way 
people want to engage in sport is changing.

Sport NZ believe ‘if we don’t act now, our sporting culture, and all of the benefits it 
provides to New Zealand and New Zealanders, could be lost’.

Golf is not immune to the challenges facing sport. It’s crucial that the sport embraces the 
future and plans effectively to meet the changing needs of participants.

This means not only sustaining what we currently have in terms of grass roots 
participation and performance success but delivering a sport that attracts a new 
generation of participants who develop a lifelong love of the game.

Our Key Challenges

1. Societal Change 

2. Membership and Participation Trends

3. Club and Golf Facility Health

4. The Profile of Golf

5. The Golf Administration Network

The Opportunity
While there are challenges in front of us, we believe the game of golf provides unique, 
inclusive and lifelong enrichment for its participants. These unique attributes provide 
us the platform from which to sustain prolonged growth and prosperity for the game. 
 
Golf additionally delivers positive and enriching outcomes through inspired 
performances, increased physical activity, enhanced health and wellbeing, greater 
social connectedness, positive environmental impacts, and its significant economic 
contributions.
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Sir Bob Charles
Major Championship winner and lifelong golfer

My love of golf started at a very early age, and I’ve been 
hitting golf balls for almost 70 years. During this period, 

I’ve been fortunate to enjoy considerable success however 
most importantly golf has given me a lifetime of health, 

happiness and friendships.
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The Positive Benefits of Golf
Golf’s Health and Wellbeing Contribution

Health has never been more important to the people of New Zealand and playing golf 
contributes to a healthy and active lifestyle. 
 
The burden of physical inactivity costs New Zealand more than $2 billion every year. 
92% of the burden of disease from physical inactivity is from people aged 15 and 
above.

‘The moderate physical activity that golf provides increases life expectancy, has 
mental health benefits and can help treat more than 40 major chronic diseases’ 
- Dr Andrew Murray.

Given there are an estimated 500,000 golfers in New Zealand and it is the most 
popular club based sport for adults, golf has an important role to play in the health and 
well being of the nation. 
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Josh Hartwell
Brain injury survivor and thankful golfer

Golf has been an essential part of my continuing  
recovery from a severe brain injury  nearly 12 years ago. 
It has provided motivation, companionship, enjoyment, 
physical challenges in getting my stamina back and 
improving my walking balance, travel opportunities and 
huge interest in following golf on all media. I will always be 
grateful I was a golfer before my collapse. I could never have 
known it would be so valuable in my life after.
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The Positive Benefits of Golf
Golf’s Social Contribution

• The game has a wide and diverse participant base that brings New Zealanders 
from all walks of life together.

• Golf provides regular and enduring social interaction between its participants.

• Golf provides the opportunity to expand social networks and spend quality time 
with friends and family.

• Golf provides opportunities for thousands of New Zealanders to make a 
difference in their community through volunteering.

• The game provides a lifelong contribution to the prevention of disease which 
reduces the healthcare burden on society.

• Golf clubs are local businesses that strengthen their surrounding communities.

• Golf clubs act as the social hub of the community for many diverse groups.

• Golf is a significant contributor to philanthropy and host of charitable events 
for many causes that are mostly unrelated to golf. This greatly benefits local 
community groups and social enterprises.

• Golf courses preserve diminishing green space within our cities and provide an 
escape to nature as urbanisation and intensification increases. 
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Israel Dagg 
All Black and Golf Lover

Firstly, I love playing golf socially with friends (men and women). 
It’s a great way to connect and have fun hacking ya way around 
the course.  Secondly, it’s the competitive nature of golf.  
It’s technically and mentally the toughest sport in the world and 
you’re constantly always trying to get better and critique your 
game. One way to sum it up is...I LOVE GOLF.
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• A high percentage of New Zealand’s golf courses back on to green space and 
act as green buffers to reserves and areas of native bush protecting them from 
soil erosion, extreme temperature fluctuations, dust and noise pollution and 
ground water contamination.

• Golf courses provide a valuable storm water function. For example, Takapuna 
Golf Course in Auckland collects surface water and run-off from neighbouring 
streets and properties. Damage to neighbouring and business properties is 
mitigated by the golf course.

• There is a growing awareness within the community of the need to preserve 
our green infrastructure, while simultaneously protecting sensitive habitats and 
species. Golf courses act as important tools for environmental conservation and 
enhancement.

• There is evidence of a positive relationship between levels of neighbourhood 
greenspace and mental health and well-being. Individuals have less mental 
distress, less anxiety and depression, greater well-being and healthier 
cortisol profiles when living in urban areas with more greenspace compared 
with less greenspace. Large differences in disease prevalence are reported 
when comparing residents of very green and less green settings, even after 
controlling for socioeconomic status – a finding demonstrated across various 
ages and cultures.

The Positive Benefits of Golf
Golf’s Environmental Role
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• It is conservatively estimated that golf contributes over $1 billion to the New 
Zealand economy per annum.

• The golf sector provides over 2000 full time equivalent jobs – roles that include 
green-keepers, mechanics, club managers, golf professional services and 
hospitality staff. 

• Beyond direct golf-related employment, the sector also provides opportunities 
for other service industries. For instance, golf facility construction has a very 
positive impact the city of Auckland alone. Three recent new courses, Windross 
Farm, Tara Iti, Wainui are estimated to have generated over $250 million in 
output, over $100 million in GDP and 1,175 FTE jobs for the construction 
industry.

• Golf tourism to New Zealand is growing and major events contribute to New 
Zealand being viewed as a destination for international visitors. The majority of 
golf tourism spend (over 80%) is on accommodation, dining, shopping, travel 
and other forms of entertainment. In 2018, over 61,000 international visitors 
played golf in New Zealand contributing over $425 million to the economy.

The Positive Benefits of Golf
Golf’s Economic Benefits

Millbrook Golf Resort, Arrowtown
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Key Challenge
 
Societal Change
New Zealand is facing a major change in its 
socio-cultural make up over the next 30 years, 
which will significantly impact the demand for 
and provision of sport and recreation.

HealthEthnicity, Age, Gender

The face and ethnic diversity of 
New Zealand is changing, and 
this presents a challenge and an 
opportunity for the sport of golf.

Participation in sport and recreation 
varies not only based on gender and 
youth. As with most other sports, 
golf has an underrepresentation 
of women as participants however 
golf also has a low number of young 
players.

The general health of New Zealanders is 
changing and this has potential impacts 
for the sport and recreation sector. 

Countering sedentary behaviour by 
encouraging greater participation in 
physical activity is particularly important 
as a way of combating the health 
consequences of obesity. 

The sport of golf offers significant health 
and wellbeing benefits and has much to 
offer to society in this area.
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Technology

There are several lifestyle changes which are impacting golf 
participation. These include:

• The Individualism of sport participation, which has seen a 
growth in “pay for play” sports activities, outside of traditional 
sports club structures, where participation is comparatively low. 
These include for example 24/7 gyms, mountain bike parks and 
boot camps which enable informal participation based on the 
needs and preferences of individuals. 

• Growing consumerism, with sport and recreation becoming 
seen as a product or service to be consumed and competing 
against other demands on people’s time and attention. 

• The changing nature of work including shift to working 
remotely, flexible working arrangements and part time work. 

• Increasing pressures on people’s time, which are impacting 
how and when New Zealanders participate in sport and 
recreation.

New technologies are fundamentally altering the way we consume, 
communicate, move, and interact with one another.  
 
Almost all aspects of our lives are being impacted and altered 
by technological advances and change.  Technologies are 
already altering how people interface and interact with sport and 
recreation, by enabling highly personalised sporting experiences 
(for example, online trainers, smart-phone apps, and devices to 
record and analyse training data). Other changes involve new 
transport technologies, such as driver-less cars, e-bikes, and 
automated drones, which all have the potential to impact on 
activity levels. 
 
Technology is also changing the nature of sport, with the 
emergence of e-sport as an example. Virtual reality provides a 
future opportunity to alter the way people experience sport and 
recreation.  
 
Technology also can alter the way sports organisations operate 
their businesses and their interface with their customers.

Lifestyle
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Key Challenge 

Participation 
and Membership 
Trends
Demographic changes, busier lives and 
rising living costs are influencing the overall 
number of people playing golf and when and 
where they play. While clubs are increasingly 
seeking new ways to attract participants and to 
increase their long-term sustainability, today’s 
golfer is increasingly a casual player without 
a membership who prefers to participate in 
an unstructured and flexible way. Some have 
budget constraints, most have limits on their 
time.

MembershipParticipation

Sport New Zealand’s Active NZ 
Survey reports the following golf 
participation numbers:

• 2013/14 results reported that 
9.6% of New Zealand adults 
aged 16 years and over (approx. 
318,000) played golf at least 
once in the past 12 months.

• 2017 results reported that 11% 
(approx. 365,000) of New 
Zealand adults played golf 
at least once in the past 12 
months.

 
This is a positive statistic and 
reflects the opportunity for golf 
as the population of New Zealand 
grows over the coming 20 years.

The growth statistic for golf participation 
is off set by the national membership 
decline. Over the past sixteen years, 
a steady decline in club membership 
has seen the erosion of 20% of the 
membership base (129,514 members in 
2003 to 103,443 members in 2018).

To compound the membership 
challenge, the relative cost of 
participation for casual players has 
never been lower. The low-cost barrier 
to participate as a casual player is 
exacerbating the transition of many club 
members to long term casual players.

Clubs are often challenged to deliver 
club membership entitlements and 
benefits alongside an attractive offering 
for casual players.
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In some part, the origin of the club 
oversupply issue is that, golf courses 
have not traditionally been developed 
on a demand basis. A good 
percentage have been developed 
on land gifted by local councils 
or farmers. This has created an 
environment where courses are not 
necessarily located where demand 
exists and there is often multiple 
clubs in the same catchment areas 
competing for customers.  
 
The New Zealand population is also 
urbanising. A number of previous 
vibrant rural towns with several golf 
courses are now facing stagnate, 
aging or declining populations and 
an oversupply of golf facilities.

A major global trend shaping golf 
facility demand is increasing time 
pressures and space shortages in 
cities. These pressures may lead to a 
shorter format golf game that can be 
played more quickly. This thinking 
is materialising in many new course 
designs which are being created 
with options to play 3 and 6 holes – 
France’s winning  Ryder Cup 2018 bid 
committed to building one hundred 
short urban courses.

Improved simulator technology will 
also increase opportunities for virtual 
games in the heart of cities. 

While a good number of clubs are in a 
strong financial position with healthy 
club memberships, an estimated 
half of golf clubs in New Zealand are 
experiencing financial difficulties with 
some considering their long-term 
futures. A few clubs have needed to 
merge; some have relocated or closed.

As an industry, golf clubs are currently 
experiencing a lengthy period of 
transition and clubs must manage 
multiple challenges. Broadly, these 
challenges include changing societal 
and leisure habits, an aging player 
demographic and increasing costs 
including higher operating and 
infrastructure costs.

Small clubs are relying heavily on 
volunteers to remain open and keep 
their course playable. Recruiting 
new volunteers is a challenge and 
succession planning is a major 
concern.  
 
To compound matters, the 
administration burden for clubs is 
increasing.

Key Challenge 

Club Health
Driven by societal change and the associated 
change in membership and participation 
trends, the future financial outlook and long 
term viability for many clubs is challenging. 
 
To compound club health challenges, in 
several parts of the country, there is a looming 
oversupply of golf facilities that are reasonably 
homogeneous and offering similar products.  
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Key Challenge 

Profile of Golf
Gemba research tells us that golf in New 
Zealand is often seen as a sport for the middle 
to upper class white male at the exclusion of 
others.  
 
It can be seen as inaccessible, expensive and 
overly stuffy. 
 
It is in particular not seen as a relevant, 
accessible or desirable sport for young people.

When compared to other sports 
(those measured include tennis, 
group exercise, rugby, basketball, 
cricket, football, hockey, yachting, 
fishing, lawn bowls), people 
see golf as being more ageless, 
international and having more 
integrity than these sports, but also 
more exclusive, boring and for 
older people.

Older participants perceive golf as 
ageless, exciting, fun, accessible 
and popular when compared to 
younger participants who are more 
likely to associate golf as exclusive, 
boring and for older people. 

Some believe that golf’s traditional 
slower paced game and conservative 
dress codes are barriers for new 
participants (particularly younger 
people). When compared to females, 
males see golf as being much more 
accessible, fun and popular. When 
compared to males, females perceive 
golf as being more exclusive and boring.
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Key Challenge 

The Golf Network
The governance and administration of golf in 
New Zealand is currently disaggregated across 
New Zealand Golf and 14 autonomous regional 
bodies, who primarily cooperate to grow and 
develop the game of golf.  
 
While New Zealand Golf and the 15 District 
Associations are committed to governing, 
promoting and developing the game of 
golf, each organisation is generally focused 
on making the best decisions for their own 
organisation.

To supplement the efforts of 
the governance bodies, there 
are several membership entities 
such as the PGA of NZ, The Golf 
Managers Association and the 
NZ Golf Course Superintendents 
Association who provide important 
services to their members and the 
wider golf sector.

While each body is filled with 
good people doing great work, 
this fragmented model inhibits 
the sectors ability to effectively 
respond to the issues and 
opportunities facing golf. 

Issues that highlight the challenge 
include:

• Strategic, management and 
operational misalignment. 

• Duplication and inefficiencies 
between organisations. 

• Limited income streams and funding         
pressures are constraining the ability 
for golf organisations to grow and 
develop the game consistently.
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Strategic Plan Summary

1. Grow the Profile of Golf
 
Desired Outcome 
An increase in the positive profile and 
perception of golf. 

2. Increase Participation
 
Desired Outcome 
An increase in the number of golf  
participants and rounds played. 

3. Support Clubs and Facilities
 
Desired Outcome 
A healthy, robust network of golf clubs and 
facilities is supporting future demand for golf 
in New Zealand.

Our Key Strategies

Our Vision
Enriching lives through golf.

Our Daily Mission
To grow the love of golf and 
inspire participation.

To achieve our desired outcomes, we require: 

• Leadership that promotes quality thinking, a united vision, and positive direction for the game;
• A well resourced and efficient golf administration network that supports the growth of golf; particularly at grass roots level;
• A strong and capable workforce (paid and voluntary);
• An inspiring network of amateur and professional coaches; and
• World class technology that supports the game.

Enablers
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1. GROW THE PROFILE OF GOLF
2. InCREASE PARTICIPATIOn

3. SUPP
ORT CLUBS AnD FACILITIES

LITECLUB

RULES AnD OFFICIALS
PROGRAMME

LOVE GOLF PLAY

GOLF TOURISM

LOVE GOLF
LIVE LOnG

LOVE GOLF FUTURES

PLAYER 
DEVELOPMEnT

SHE LOVES GOLF

LOVE GOLF FLEXICLUB

LOVE MEMBERSHIP

PARTnER CLUB
PROGRAMME

NATIOnAL GROUP
BUYInG PROGRAMME

nATIOnAL HAnDICAP
SYSTEM

EDUCATIOn PROGRAMMESCOACHInG

NZ OPENS

TOURnAMEnTS
AnD EVEnTS

1. Grow the profile of golf
Desired Outcome:

The positive profile of golf has 
improved.

2. Increase participation
Desired Outcome:

Increased number of golf 
participants and rounds played.

3. Support clubs & facilities
Desired Outcome:

A healthy, robust network of golf 
clubs and facilities is supporting 

future demand for golf in NZ.

Our STRATEGIES:

Our Mission:

To grow the love of golf and inspire participation

Enriching lives through Golf
New Zealand Golf’s Strategic Plan
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Phil Tataurangi
US PGA Tour winner and family golfer

My whanau were instrumental in developing my love of the game of golf. Some of my fondest 

memories as a kid starting out were playing with my family on numerous country courses around 

New Zealand.  

 

During the school holidays, if I wasn’t playing tournaments, I’d regularly find myself teeing it 

up with my parents, grandparents or my Uncle. When staying with my Nana or Papa in the 

Wairarapa we’d often play 9 holes in the afternoons with dishes duty or chopping firewood on the 

line. Although I always aspired to win the match, I quickly learned how to use a sharp axe to cut 

kindling! Losing from time to time was a great learning experience in itself!  

 

These experiences didn’t help me groove my swing or improve my putting. The courses we 

visited most definitely weren’t preparing me for playing on the PGA TOUR. But growing up 

spending outside time with my whanau enjoying something we all loved together is a time in my 

life I’ll never forget. And now as a proud father my son is enjoying these very same experiences.
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Strategy 1

Increase the Positive Profile of Golf

Our 2025 Ambitions

1. Promote golf as inclusive, contemporary, affordable and accessible for all New Zealanders.

2. Promote the unique health, wellbeing, economic and social benefits that golf delivers to its participants and the nation.

3. Deliver a high achieving talent development programme that is sufficiently and sustainably resourced.

4. Provide a world class competitive structure and pathway.

5. Support golfing role models who perform at the highest level on the world stage.

6. Leverage role models who love golf to help enhance the perception of golf and inspire new participants.

7. Stage iconic major events that not only grow the legacy of New Zealand Golf Championships but also inspire New Zealanders to be 
involved in golf.

Actions Needed

Desired Outcome | An increase in the positive profile and perception of golf.

We believe an increased positive profile of golf will drive an increase in the number of New Zealanders who are inspired to participate in golf.  
The positive profile of golf can also help drive increased investment and support of golf at all levels. 

1. Golf’s profile and positive perception has measurably improved.
2. New Zealand players winning frequency on the world stage has increased.
3. Role models are generating an increased level of positive profile for the sport.
4. New Zealand Championships media coverage and viewership numbers have grown.
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Current Key Initiatives to Grow the Positive Profile of Golf

LOVE Golf is a campaign that aims to improve the 
perception of golf and drive participation through the use 
of a national marketing brand and ambassadors.
 
www.lovegolf.co.nz

LOVE Golf Live Long is a campaign to promote the health 
and wellbeing benefits of golf. 
 
www.lovegolf.co.nz/health-benefits-of-golf

The New Zealand Open Championship is the nations 
iconic golfing event providing a growing platform from 
which to promote the game.
 
www.nzopen.co.nz

The New Zealand Golf national tournament programme 
encompasses some 25 professional and amateur events 
all designed to provide a performance playing pathway 
for aspiring elite golfers that go on to promote the game.

New Zealand Golf’s player development programme 
encompasses a wide range of investment and activity 
that has the ultimate goal of developing major and medal 
winners that inspire New Zealanders to participate.
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Strategy 2

Grow Participation

Our 2025 Ambitions

1. Initiatives that deliver a growth in the total numbers and diversity of golf participants with a focus on:

 -Young people  -The casual player

 -Women and girls  -Retaining and recruiting club members

 -Families   -Older New Zealanders

2. Attract international golf visitors that drive increased participation levels and economic returns for New Zealand.

3. Support the development and promotion of innovative formats of the game that attract new participants to the game.

4. Support the ongoing development of a professional and volunteer coaching network that inspires new participants and supports current 
golfers through their lifelong journey in the sport.

Actions Needed

Desired Outcome | An increased number of golf participants and rounds played. 

We believe an increased number of golf participants and an increased number of rounds played will be the fundamental driver of future success 
for the golf sector.  

1. >105k club members, >125k registered casual players,  >75k youth participants (>15k youth members), >45k female participants, >30k female 
club members.

2. >4,000,000 rounds played annually.
3. Golf tourism is delivering over $500M in economic value to New Zealand each year.
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Current Key Initiatives to Grow Participation

Futures is the national campaign to encourage young 
New Zealanders to play golf. The aim is to create 
experiences that inspire a lifelong love of the game.

www.lovegolf.co.nz/futures

She Loves Golf is a national campaign that aims to 
encourage more women and girls to give golf a go. 
 
www.lovegolf.co.nz/she-loves-golf

Make Time, Play 9 is the national campaign that is 
focused on breaking down the perception that golf is a 
sport that is time consuming.
 
www.lovegolf.co.nz/make-time-play-9

LOVE Membership is a promotional campaign that equips 
golf clubs with tools and resources to actively recruit and 
retain golf club members. 

LOVE Golf Play is the national marketing platform where 
clubs and facilities can promote their products and 
services to a database of over 150,000 golfers.

play.lovegolf.co.nz

Flexiclub is an online virtual club for casual golfers who 
are seeking an affordable and flexible way to play golf. 
 
www.lovegolf.co.nz/flexiclub
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Strategy 3

Support Clubs and Facilities

Our 2025 Ambitions

1. Provide world leading golf operations and development support services to clubs and facilities.

2. Support the education and development of the volunteer and paid workforce.

3. Advocate for an appropriate number of golf facilities to exist in each region to meet the future demand for the game.

4. Strategically support the development of new facilities that are future centric and customer focused.

Actions Needed

Desired Outcome | A healthy, robust network of golf clubs and facilities is supporting future  
demand for golf in New Zealand. 

A healthy network of golf clubs and facilities is absolutely critical for golf to thrive into the future. Without a network of golf clubs and facilities, we 
have no sport. The more support clubs and facilities have to navigate the challenges in front of them, the more likely we will see the future demand 
for the game being appropriately nurtured.

1. 60% of golf clubs and facilities are financially healthy with long term futures secured.

2. The number of volunteers and paid positions in golf has increased. 
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Current Key Initiatives to Support Clubs and Facilities

Partner Club Programme
A programme that features personalised club support and advisory services 
delivered through a network of regionally based staff.  
 
 
Sector Support Tools and Resource Guides
A library of over two hundred case studies, tools, templates and resources designed 
to provide advisory support to golf clubs and facilities. Support staff based across the 
country offer a practical way to assist implementation of these resources. 
 
 
Golf Operations Support 
New Zealand Golf provides a range of golf operations support to clubs; principally 
by way of the national handicap system and technology platform. A programme is 
also in place for the education and development of rules and course rating officials. 
 

National Group Buying Programme
A national scheme that provides the opportunity for all golf clubs to be part of a 
collective buying group that reduces costs. 

Environmental and Agronomy Support
Through investment partnerships with NZ Sports Turf Institute, GEO and LiteClub, a 
range of environmental advisory and agronomy support services are provided to all 
clubs.

Titirangi Golf Club
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As the governance entity for golf in New Zealand, our organisation is responsible for providing leadership and direction to the sector. This is a 
diverse and ever changing role that we fully embrace and take seriously.  
 
As we look ahead, we have a number of leadership actions we are preparing to take in order to have a continued positive impact on the sector. 
 

Leadership

1. Provide active and valued leadership for the game in the domestic and international environments.

2. Promote increased connection, collaboration and alignment with all stakeholders in the sector.

3. Ensure there is continued focus on future models and structures that will be needed by the game in 2025.

4. Lead the journey for golf to be known for its excellence in approach to inclusiveness and equity; particularly gender equity.

5. Lead the creation, collation and sharing of knowledge for the golf sector.

6. Promote sustainability in golf and enhancement of the environment.

7. Ensure the history, tradition and values of the game of golf are upheld for future generations.

8. Increase the recruitment, retention and support of volunteers who contribute across the golf sector.

9. Support the NZPGA, NZGMA and the NZGCSA member professional development programmes.

10. Enhance New Zealand Golf’s technology services to further support the game.

Leadership Actions Needed

Our 2025 Ambitions

1. The golf sector has a united vision and all sector organisations are contributing to the growth of the game.

2. An efficient golf administration network is appropriately supporting the growth of the sector - particularly at grass roots level.

3. A strong and capable workforce (paid and voluntary) is supporting the growth and sustainability of the sector.

4. World leading technology systems are supporting the game.
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Toni Street 
Media icon and family golfer

You’d be pushed to find a sport like golf that can be played 
and enjoyed by such a diverse range of people of all physical 
capabilities and ages. I love that I can play with my Dad 
who’s in his mid sixties and at the same time be teaching my 
four year old to swing a club.  
 
Golf has become something that is incorporated into most 
holidays we go on as a family, and Mum is quite happy 
sipping on a vino overlooking the eighteenth!.
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Collaboration
This strategy sets out our vision for the future, where our priorities lie and where we will focus our efforts in the period through to 2025. Protecting 
golf’s special heritage is a big job and it’ll certainly take more than the efforts of New Zealand Golf to ensure the sport thrives in the future.

We know there are thousands of passionate and devoted employees, board members, committee members and volunteers whose tireless efforts to 
support and grow golf are what keep the game thriving. For New Zealand Golf, it is a privilege to work with our golf community and we 
acknowledge the valuable contribution of all those in the industry.

We also acknowledge there are a great number of organisations who work in golf throughout the country. Over this next strategic period, we look 
forward to working closely with our key industry partners and all those that wish to see golf prosper.

District Associations
New Zealand’s regional golf 

administrative bodies.

Golf Clubs and Facilities
Our delivery network but 

also the heart and soul of the 
game.

We also acknowledge the special leadership role that Sport NZ plays across all sports. Their support of golf is forever valued.

Finally, we acknowledge our commercial partners and suppliers for their ongoing and vital support.

Without their support, our organsiation would not be able to achieve all it does. Thank you.

NZ Golf Industry Council
The collaborative body that 

provides a medium to unite all 
golf organisations.

International Entities
Valuable supporting entities 

such as the R&A, the IGF, APGC 
and Augusta National.

PGA of New Zealand
The membership and education 

organisation for professional 
players, PGA qualified coaches 

and PGA qualified members 
working across the sector.

Golf Managers Association
The membership and education 

organisation for golf club 
managers and administrators.

NZ Golf Course 
Superintendents Association

The membership and training 
organisation for turf professionals.
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The Hi

The Hills, Arrowtown
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New Zealand Golf 
www.golf.co.nz


